SEARCHERS IN HULL OF F-4 FIND BODIES; ONE SOON IDENTIFIED

Gapping Hole In Side of Submarine Shown as Battered Vessel Lies on Drydock

F-4 LIFTED FROM SEA INTO DRYDOCK LAST NIGHT; BOARD MAKES INSPECTION

Submarine Comes to Surface White. Curious. Crew Watches Work From Every Vantage Point—First Imposition. After Sunken Vessel Is Raised in Drydock Reveals No Bodies

MRS. L. YOLDA COAN AT AGE OF EIGHTY

Death Claims Mrs. L. Yolda Coan at Age of 80. She Was Born in Island in 1834, and Was First Principal of Kawaino Seminary
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DEATH CLAIMS MRS. L. YOLDA COAN AT AGE OF EIGHTY

Was Born in Island in 1834, and Was First Principal of Kawaino Seminary

The men who perished in the F-4 were: (Continued on page 2.)

CAPTAIN OF BIG CRUISER SENDS ALOHA TO CITY

Wyoming Mourns Perishing Deaths
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DEATH CLAIMS MRS. L. YOLDA COAN AT AGE OF EIGHTY

Wyoming Mourns Perishing Deaths

CAPTAIN OF BIG CRUISER SENDS ALOHA TO CITY

German Advance on Grodno Steady; Allies Lose Battle at Gallipoli

TURKS SAID TO HAVE WON AT SİDDİK BAY—OTHER NEWS FROM THE WAR ZONES; ALLIED SUBMARINE Shatters Constantinople Bridge—Strike of Wales Coal Miners Has Been Settled

Wales Coal Miners Claim Victory

Wales Coal Miners Claim Victory

Los Angeles, August 21—The strike of Wales coal miners has been settled. The terms of the settlement are not yet made public. The miners say their demands have been granted.

TURKS SAID TO HAVE WON BATTLE

LONDON, England, August 21—The Turks have defeated the Allied forces at Sıddık Bay. Gallipoli peninsula. Turkey has been declared an independent state.

LONDON, England, August 21—A settlement of the Allied has been reached.